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A B S T R A C T

In this report, we observed that YOYO-1 immobilized on a glass surface is much brighter when dried (quantum
yield 16 ± 4% in the ambient air) or in hexane than in water (quantum yield ∼0%). YOYO-1 is a typical
cyanine dye that has a photo-isomerization reaction upon light illumination. In order to understand this
quenching mechanism, we use femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy to measure YOYO-1's electron
dynamics after excitation directly. By deconvoluting the hot-ground-state absorption and the stimulated emis-
sion, the dynamics of electronic relaxation and balance are revealed. The results support the intermolecular
charge transfer mechanism better than the intramolecular relaxation mechanism that has been widely believed
before. We believe that the first step of the relaxation involves a Dexter charge transfer between the photo-
excited YOYO-1 molecule and another guest molecule that is directly bound to the YOYO-1 giving two radicals
with opposite signs of charges. The charges are recombined either directly between these two molecules, or both
molecules start to rotate and separate from each other. Eventually, the two charges recombined non-radiatively
via various pathways. These pathways are reflected on the complicated multi-exponential decay curves of YOYO-
1 fluorescence lifetime measurements. This charge transfer mechanism suggests that (1) electrical insulation may
help improve the quantum yield of YOYO-1 in polar solutions significantly and (2) a steric hindrance for the
intramolecular rotation may have a less significant effect.

1. Introduction

The fluorescence quenching mechanisms of a typical organic dye
have been summarized in the literature to be a vibrational or/and
electrical relaxation of the excited electrons through major pathways
shown in Fig. 1, namely, intramolecular relaxation, and inter-
molecular/intermoiety relaxation including energy transfer (e.g. För-
ster resonance energy transfer, FRET) and charge separation pathways
[1]. Among these, photo-induced charge separation (via electron or
hydrogen transfer) is one of the most fundamental processes in chem-
istry and biology that has been extensively investigated by diverse ex-
perimental and theoretical methods [2–12]. For example, ultrafast
charge transfer (100 fs) from solvents to Nile Blue A perchlorate (NB)
has been reported by Yashihara et al. to be responsible for NB's fluor-
escent quenching [10], and the same mechanism has been used to ex-
plain the fluorescence quenching of oxazines and coumarines
[8,13–15].

Here we report a study on the fluorescent quenching mechanism of
a typical cyanine dye, YOYO-1 (Fig. 2A), for which intramolecular

charge transfer has been considered the major mechanism [16–20].
YOYO-1, an oxazole yellow (YO) dimer and a member of the YOYO-
TOTO family of cyanine dyes belonging to the polymethine group, is a
widely used DNA fluorescent staining dye [21–23]. YOYO-1 has a high
photon molar absorptivity, with peak extinction coefficient at a visible
wavelength approaching 105 cm−1M−1 [22]. The fluorescence
quantum yield of YOYO-1 in water is usually very small (< 0.1%) and
thus is nonfluorescent. Upon binding to DNA, its quantum yield en-
hances over 1000 fold and reaches up to 50% [22,24]. This huge
fluorescence contrast has caused a revolution in molecular biology in
the 1990s [25], which enabled visualization and detection of DNA
molecules using fluorescent molecules instead of radioactive molecules.
The quenching mechanism of the YOYO-1 fluorescence in water has
been attributed to the nonradiative decay of excited electrons via the
rotation/torsion of the benzoxazole and quinolinium moieties at the
methine bridge (photo-isomerization) [17], a mechanism proposed for
typical polymethine dyes [19,26,27,28,29,30]. Theoretical calculations
have suggested that the initial rotation is induced by an intramolecular
twisted internal charge transfer (TICT) [19]. In this report, we use
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femtosecond time-resolved transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy
(Fig. 2B) that has been widely used for photo-induced electron dy-
namics [18,31–36], to revisit YOYO-1's quenching mechanism. We are
particularly comparing the intramolecular TICT relaxation and the in-
termolecular charge-transfer mechanism.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Fluorescent imaging of YOYO-1

It was carried out with a 473 nm solid-state excitation laser (Dragon
Lasers, China) either under total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF)
or epifluorescence (EPI) mode; Nikon Ti-U inverted microscope with a
Nikon 100× oil-immersed TIRF objective (CFI Apo 100×, NA 1.49,
WD 0.12mm); a fluorescent filter cube with ZET488/10 laser bandpass
filter, ZT488rdc dichroic mirror, and ET500lp long pass filter (Chroma,
USA); and an EMCCD camera (Andor iXon Ultra 897, USA) [21].

Glass coverslips and tweezers were cleaned by first sonicating in
soap (Liquinox) water and secondly using "base piranha" solution
(caution for corrosive and splashing). The glass coverslips were washed
with ultrapure water after each step and were stored in ultrapure water
before use. All cleaned glass coverslips used in these experiments were
confirmed to have no fluorescent contamination at the single-molecule
level by measuring them before experiments (i.e. no fluorescent spot
was observed when searching around the nitrogen blown dry glass
coverslips). A volume of 10 μL of the solvents, ultrapure water, ethanol
(200 proof, Sigma-Aldrich), and hexane (GC grade>99.9%, B&J
Brand), were dropped on the clean glasses, dried, and measured. No
detectable single-molecule fluorescent signals were observed.

YOYO-1 parent solution (0.1 mM in water) was diluted in ultrapure
water to make 0.1 μM, 0.1 nM, and 1 pM solutions. Rhodamine 6 G
(99%, Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in ethanol and its absorbance was

measured to be 0.763 at 530 nm (extinction coefficient 116,000 cm−1/
M) that corresponds to the concentration of 6.6 μM. This solution was
used to make a 1 pM solution.

The high-coverage YOYO-1/glass sample was made by dropping
YOYO-1 aqueous solution (0.1 μM, 10 μL) on a glass coverslip and in-
cubated for about 30 s before it was rinsed away by water for about 30 s
and blown dry with nitrogen. This sample was imaged during which
water and hexane were dropped on and dried alternately (room hu-
midity 17%) both at TIRF and EPI mode. Excitation laser power density
was tuned to 18W/cm2, camera electron-multiplying (EM) gain was set
to 50, and the exposure time was 0.02 s per picture. The low-coverage
YOYO-1/glass sample was prepared by dropping YOYO-1 solution
(1 pM, 3 μL) on a glass coverslip and dried. Low-coverage rhodamine
6 G/glass sample was prepared by dropping rhodamine 6 G solution
(1 pM, 3 μL) on a glass coverslip and dried. Laser power density was
tuned to 12W/cm2, camera EM gain was set to 300, and the exposure
time was 0.05 s for single-molecule fluorescence measurements. The
histograms of single-molecule intensity were obtained by selecting
molecules whose intensities were> 5 times the noise level of the
fluorescent image.

2.2. UV–vis spectra

They were collected with an Ocean Optics USB2000 spectrometer
and an Agilent 8453 spectrometer. UV–vis and steady-state fluorescent
spectra were fitted using software Fityk (free version) with Voigt
functions.

2.3. Femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy

Three solutions for TA measurements were prepared using reagents
without further purifications. The water used in sample preparation
was an ultrapure deionized (DI) water (18.2MΩ cm from Barnstead E-
pure system). YOYO-1 in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (Invitrogen,
Thermo Fisher Scientific) was diluted to 10 μM in ultrapure water, or
DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich) for the two solutions of YOYO-1/water and
YOYO-1/DMSO, respectively. This relative low concentration is chosen
to avoid the formation of H-aggregation or J-aggregation of YOYO-1 in
the solutions. YOYO-1/DNA solution (300 μg/mL) was made by adding
phage Lambda DNA (48,502 basepairs, Thermo Fisher Scientific) to the
buffer solution of 25mM HEPES (pH 7.4, Sigma-Aldrich), 20mM NaCl
(Sigma-Aldrich), and 2mM MgCl2 (Ambion, Thermo Fisher Scientific).
The YOYO-1 to DNA basepair ratio was calculated to be 1:46 assuming
an average molecular weight per basepair of 650 daltons for double-
stranded DNA with sodium salt. The relatively small dye-DNA ratio
minimizes the concentration of free and non-intercalated YOYO-1. The
solutions were heated to 40 °C and vacuumed two minutes to remove
air bubbles, and the DNA samples were incubated overnight before the
TA measurements.

Femtosecond TA spectra were collected on a HELIOS femtosecond
transient absorption spectrometer (Ultrafast Systems, USA). The in-
strumental setup and the experimental procedures were reported pre-
viously [31,37,38]. The pump laser was set to 486 ± 1 nm whose
power was adjusted to 185 ± 5 μW, and the probe white-light laser
was measured at 30 ± 5 μW. Under these conditions, nonlinear laser
effects or two-photon absorption, and photobleaching were negligible
or minimal. The repetition rate was 1 kHz, and the pump-probe pulse
convoluted width was ∼150 fs. During the experiments, the sample
solutions were irradiated with an absorbance of 0.2 measured at the
excitation wavelength in a 2.0mm path length cuvette under mild
stirring. All TA data were corrected by subtracting spectral background
features that persisted from the previous pulse and appeared pre-pulse,
as well as applying chirp and t0 corrections.

A home-written MATLAB code was used to analyze the TA spectral
data which was represented from the Surface Xplorer Pro 1.1.5 software
that came with the instrument (see its online manual for details) [39].

Fig. 1. Scheme of simplified fluorescence quenching mechanisms, self-quen-
ched (intramolecular) or quenched by other molecules (intermolecular) [1]. (A)
An electron energy diagram of fluorescent and vibrational relaxation of an
excited molecule. Blue arrows are electrons with spin, each black line is an
electronic orbital, green arrows are fluorescent emission, and orange arrows are
thermal relaxation. (B) Energy transfer where the red arrows indicate the en-
ergy exchange between two molecules. (C) Charge transfer to another molecule
that is directly connected to the molecule.

Fig. 2. (A) Chemical structure of YOYO-1. (B) Scheme of time-resolved tran-
sient absorption spectroscopy. Pump (green) and probe (rainbow) lasers pass
through a sample with a delay time between them, and then the probe pulse is
analyzed with a spectrometer. The TA signal is the difference in absorbance of
the probe before and after excitation.
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The spectra were further analysed with 2D correlation method reported
in the literature by Noda [40]. The time traces were fitted with a multi-
exponential function ( = ∑ −y A efit i

t τ/ i) that was convoluted with the
instrument response function (IRF) using MATLAB. The standard de-
viations were obtained by fitting different measurements using the
same set of initial guesses [41].

2.4. DFT calculations

They were carried out in Gaussian 09 D.01 [42] using B3LYP [42]
hybrid functional with 6-311G+(d,p) [43] basis sets. Single-molecule
fluorescent data were analysed using the open-source MATLAB codes
reported before [21,44–46].

3. Results

To compare the mechanisms shown in Fig. 1 and re-evaluate the
significant ones, we measure the fluorescent signal of YOYO-1 in polar
and non-polar solvents. Because YOYO-1 is insoluble in non-polar sol-
vents, bulk solution measurements are difficult. We adsorb the YOYO-1
onto a glass surface so that we can change solvents freely. Before data
collection, we confirmed that the cleaned glass and all solvents do not
have any fluorescent contamination under the 473 nm laser excitation.
Dried YOYO-1 on the glass results in a bright image compared to the
scratches where the dye is removed by a tweezer tip (Fig. 3A). It be-
comes extremely weak with a water-drop on it which is consistent with
the bulk solution measurements that the fluorescence quantum yield of
YOYO-1 in water is almost zero. A small number of molecules may have
been washed away but a photobleaching test left a clear bleaching mark
on the dried sample, which confirms that the majority dyes stay. When
dropping hexane (non-polar) on the glass surface, the fluorescence in-
tensity drops to about half of that in the air (Fig. 3B). These measure-
ments are repeated by dropping and drying alternately to confirm re-
producibility. The measurements are done both on TIRF and EPI modes
obtaining similar results suggesting that intensity change is not because
of excitation variation. At the single-molecule level, dried YOYO-1 is
also bright (Fig. 3C). Its intensity is compared to single-molecule rho-
damine 6 G (R6 G) (Fig. 3D). These bright spots are confirmed to be the
molecule of interest by dropping more solutions and dried to confirm
the increase of coverage upon addition, and the solvents have been
confirmed to be clean. The coverage is consistent with the calculated
coverage of 3 μL of a 1 pM solution covering a ∼1 cm2 area, which
gives a surface coverage 1.8×1010 m−2, or ∼20 molecules per area in

Fig. 3C and D. We see bright YOYO-1 when we drop hexane on the
glass. We don't observe single-molecule YOYO-1 in water.

The quantitative quantum-yield analysis is carried out only for the
dried samples using a single-molecule method established in the lit-
erature [47]. Dried single-molecule samples avoid the bias from pos-
sible variations of the excitation intensities, aggregation, and washing
on the high molecular coverage samples. Using the standard R6 G dye
as a reference, the fluorescence quantum yield of dried YOYO-1 is
calculated 16 ± 4% (See the next paragraph for the calculations),
which is> 500 times the quantum yield of YOYO-1 in water (almost
three orders of magnitude increase) and is comparable to (∼1/3) the
quantum yield of those intercalated in a DNA molecule. The experiment
has been carried out under ambient conditions with 17% relative hu-
midity. Removing water and oxygen in the air may further increase the
quantum yield value.

Under the same conditions for the instrumentation set-up, the
average fitted maximum of the point spread function of single-molecule
YOYO-1 is 2500 ± 900 photocounts and R6 G is 2600 ± 500 photo-
counts, respectively (Fig. 3E). The extinction coefficient of R6 G at
473 nm is 1.1×104 cm−1M−1, and its fluorescence quantum yield
is> 95% [48]. The extinction coefficient of YOYO-1 at 473 nm is
7.3×104 cm−1 M−1 [24]. Our long-pass filter cuts 11% YOYO-1
emission signal and allows all R6 G signal to pass. The EMCCD detector
has a uniform sensitivity on both the YOYO-1 and the R6 G emissions
wavelengths. Assuming a small molecular orientational effect because
the excitation and collection angle of our 100× objective spans most of
the whole half sphere (−77° to 77°, with objective NA 1.49, and the
refractive index 1.53 for both glass and the objective immersion oil),
the quantum yield of dried YOYO-1 on glass can be calculated using the
Beer–Lambert law and referenced to the R6 G standard. The extinction
coefficient of the dye is measured using solution transmission:

= =A I
I

lcεlog
T

10
0

(1)

where A is the absorbance, I0 is the incident photon flux, IT is the
transmitted photon flux, l is the optical path length of the solution, c is
the concentration of the dye in the solution, and ε is its extinction
coefficient. Thus for a 1 μM solution in a 1 cm long cuvette when the
precondition is met, i.e. each photon passes less than one molecule, the
absorbance of YOYO-1 is 1.18 and R6 G is 1.03 at 473 nm, meaning that
each YOYO-1 molecule absorbs (7.3× 104)/(1.1× 104)= 6.6 times
more photons than each R6 G molecule at this wavelength, i.e., a
YOYO-1 molecule has 6.6 times larger absorption cross section than an

Fig. 3. Normalized average photocounts of YOYO-1/glass
(high coverage) (A) before and after dropping pure water in-
dicated by the red arrows, and (B) pure hexane on the glass
coverslip. Insets and the grey arrows show example fluor-
escent images that have the same color scale representing in-
tensities. The dark scratches are created by a tweezer tip.
Relatively large intensity fluctuations in (A and B) are caused
by the moving pipette tip. Fluorescent images of single-mo-
lecule (C) YOYO-1, and (D) rhodamine 6 G dried on clean glass
coverslips. (E) Histograms of the bright spots (intensities> 5
times the standard deviation of the image noise) on the
fluorescent images (magenta is the overlap part). All scale bars
are 10 μm.
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R6 G molecule at 473 nm.
Fluorescence quantum yield of a molecule is defined as the number

of emitted photons of interest over the number of absorbed photons.
Thus, the average quantum yield of these bright YOYO-1 molecules is

=
( )

QY QY Em D

Em D

/

/
R ε

ε R RR (2)

where QYR is the quantum yield of the reference molecule, Em is the
detected average emission, and D/DR is the relative photon collection
efficiency between the molecule and the reference. Thus, dried YOYO-1
QY=95%×(2500/89%)/6.6/(2600/100%)=16 ± 4%. The error
bar is estimated from the distribution of the emission intensities.

TA has been demonstrated as a powerful technique in measuring
charge transfer [18] [33–36], thus we measured the TA spectra of
YOYO-1 molecules in three different solutions, namely in water, DMSO,
and a DNA buffer solution (Fig. 4). YOYO-1 only dissolves in polar
solvents. Thus, we cannot measure YOYO-1 TA in non-polar solvents.
When intercalated into DNA basepairs, the two head groups of YOYO-1
are in a hydrophobic environment and the linker part of YOYO-1 is at
the water-DNA interface. The dynamics of the excited electron decay is
observed in the positive (red) parts of the TA spectra in Fig. 4. A low
dye concentration (10−5 M) is selected to minimize the intermolecular
aggregation of dyes in the solution. The depleted-ground-state refill is
observed in most of the negative (blue) parts of Fig. 4. The absorbance
signal after the pulsed laser excitation has been referenced to the ab-
sorbance of the solution before the excitation. Thus, a positive signal
indicates the concentration increase of the species it represents after
excitation than before excitation and a negative signal indicates a
concentration decrease. The steady-state UV–vis spectra and fluorescent
emission spectra of YOYO-1 are available in the supporting information
as Figs. S1-S3. The relationship between the different TA absorption

peaks is shown in the supporting information Fig. S4 via the 2D-cor-
relation analysis [40,49–52], on which a positive correlation means
that the two signals go up and down over time synchronously, and a
negative value means an anti-correlation.

The peaks in the TA spectra are assigned (Fig. 5) based on YOYO-1's
UV–vis absorption spectra (supporting information Figs. S1, S2),
fluorescence emission spectra (supporting information Fig. S3), and 2D
correlation spectra of the TA measurements (supporting information
Fig. S4). First, from the UV–vis absorption spectra, three bands of ab-
sorption are observed for YOYO-1, with absorption energy centered
around 2.5 eV (496 nm), 4 eV (310 nm), and>5 eV (248 nm), respec-
tively (supporting information Fig. S2). These three bands represent the
energy gaps between the ground state (S0) and three separated groups
of excited states named S1, S2, and S3 respectively. The S0-S3 absorption
overlaps with the quartz cuvette absorption range (starts above ∼7 eV
and goes up) thus its energy center cannot be determined from the
spectra. Second, the fluorescent emission is Stokes shifted from the S0-
S1 absorption of about 0.2 eV (∼40 nm) (supporting information Fig.
S3). Usually, the fluorescence has randomly-oriented emission angles
during a regular fluorescent experiment and would be undetectable for
a detector positioned relatively far away. However, in the TA experi-
ment, the probe stimulates the emission in the same direction, with the
emission intensity as a function of the probe intensity, spectral overlap,
and the population of the excited-state molecules [53]. Thus, stimu-
lated emission (SE) is often observed in TA experiments [32]. The dy-
namics of the transient absorption bands also help in the peak assign-
ments because the bands originating from the same excited electrons
will have the same or similar decay dynamics and will show positive
correlations among them on the 2D correlation spectra (supporting
information Fig. S4).

The band with two peaks at 2.54 eV and 2.71 eV is apparently the

Fig. 4. The probe TA spectra change (ΔA) after the pump
excitation of 10 μMYOYO-1 (A) in water, (B) in DMSO, and
(C) 460 μM DNA basepair (300 μg/mL phage λ-DNA) upon
different pump-probe delay times. The lower row is the zoom-
in of the first 100 ps in the spectra above. Experiments were
repeated with two sets of different samples on different days.
Consistency has been observed. Pump pulse is 100 fs, 486 nm
(2.55 eV) laser; and probe pulse is 100 fs, white light laser.
(D–F) Sample spectra in (A–C) over delay time 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10,
20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, and 1500 ps.
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ground-state depletion after the excitation, because they have the same
peak position values in the S0-S1 band of the steady-state UV–vis ab-
sorption spectra, which represents the energy gap between the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied mole-
cular orbital (LUMO). The initially negative TA signal of this band re-
presents the decrease of the ground-state-molecule concentration in the
solution after excitation, and its dynamics represents the rebuilding of
the ground-state population that has been depleted by the pump laser.
This band is negative for the three solutions and goes back to zero at
very different rates. The 1.7 eV and 3.4 eV band is the excited state
absorption of LUMO electrons (the same as calculated from the energy
gaps in the steady-state absorption spectra) [32]. These two bands are
positively correlated with each other and are negatively correlated with
the ground-state repopulation, perfectly representing the LUMO (lose)
to HOMO (gain) electron relaxation. These two bands are all positive at

the beginning and decay back to zero in the three solutions. The steady-
state S0-S3 band (> 5 eV) overlaps with the quartz absorption, but the
S1-S3 transition in the TA spectra can be well resolved at about 3.4 eV
(Figs. 4 and 5). The transitions of S0-S2 and S0-S3 are ∼4 eV and 5.5 eV,
respectively. These two bands are positioned beyond the energy
window of our probe laser.

The band around 2.24 eV and 2.35 eV is the combination of the
fluorescence stimulated emission (SE) [32], and the absorption of
HOMO electrons when the molecules are at an upper vibrational level
(S0*) [54]. The SE peaks have the same energies on the steady-state
fluorescent emission spectrum and S0* is called the Franck-Condon
ground state or the hot-ground-state [55–57]. At the same time, the
molecule can undergo photoisomerization. These assignments are
supported by the 2D correlation analysis (supporting information Fig.
S4). The positive correlation between 1.7 eV and 3.4 eV (red color)
groups them both as contributing from the excited LUMO electrons of
the molecules at S1 excited state, both being anti-correlated to the
HOMO electron absorption (e.g., the band at 2.54 eV). Condition-de-
pendent positive and negative correlation between 2.54 eV and 2.24 eV
split the origin of 2.24 eV signal, coming from the excited electrons of
molecules either at S0* or at S1 states competing with each other under
different conditions. This assignment explains why the band is negative
right after excitation in all three solutions. At this moment, the excited-
state molecules have a large population which contributes to a large SE
signal, and the hot-ground-state population is zero which does not
contribute to any signal. As time goes by in the water, the relaxation of
the excited molecule is very fast (a few ps), which relaxes mostly to the
ground state such that the SE signal becomes very small. A small po-
pulation of the excited-state molecules relaxes to the hot-ground-state
(S0*) and eventually relaxes back to the ground state. These hot-
ground-state molecules contribute to a small positive signal at around
5 ps that vanishes back to zero later. In DMSO, the excitation state also
relaxes fast (∼20 ps), but a more substantial portion goes to the hot-
ground-state. Thus, the signal dramatically overshoots to a relatively
large positive value at ∼10 ps (red color at 2.35 eV, 10 ps on Fig. 4B).
This signal stays positive for a longer time and then relaxes in ∼50 ps,
with a small portion remaining positive even after 1 ns. In DNA, the
excited-state population remains large and the hot-ground-state popu-
lation is small throughout our experimental time window. Thus, only
the negative signal is observed, because the SE signal dominates the S0*
absorption.

A target analysis strategy, which has been commonly used in the
data analysis of time-resolved spectra [41], is used to analyze the decay
curves of the TA spectra with a two-step electron transfer model shown

Fig. 5. (A) YOYO-1 absorption and emission spectra in energy scale. The blue
solid line is the absorption of YOYO-1 in water, the blue dashed line is the
YOYO-1 absorption in DNA, and the red dashed line is the YOYO-1 emission in
DNA. (B) Scheme of band assignment in the TA spectra. The YOYO-1 molecular
orbitals are coupled with its atomic nucleus vibrations (Franck-Condon prin-
ciple) to represent a distribution of molecules with the same electronic structure
but different vibrational states in the solution at a given moment. Sn indicates
one excited electron on the nth electronic orbital (often delocalized) and another
electron in the ground state leaving a vacancy on the HOMO of the original host
atom of the excited electron right after the excitation (delocalized over time).
Arrows show the absorptions (blue arrows), the vibrational relaxation (twisted
red arrows), and the emission (straight red arrow) of YOYO-1.

Fig. 6. Scheme of a two-step Dexter electron
transfer mechanism (top) based on the nor-
malized absorption decays (bottom) that re-
present the concentration of molecules with
different electronic states vs pulse delay time
for YOYO-1 in.(A) water, (B) DMSO, and (C)
DNA solutions. (Top) Lines represent energy
levels (molecular orbitals), blue dots represent
electrons, red circles represent available space
for electrons on the HOMO, black states re-
present unknown molecules that can donate
and accept electrons, and arrows represent the
electron decay pathways. The numbers in the
scheme represent the order in the time series.
(Bottom) Negative values in the decay curves
mean the loss of electrons after excitation and
positive values represent the excited electrons.
The red curve (representing 1|HO
LU > absorbance) and blue curve (re-
presenting 1|HO HO > absorbance) are nor-

malized raw data, the green curve is the sum of these two, the orange curve (representing 1|HO* HO*>absorbance) is calculated from two curves explained in the
main text, and the purple curve is the sum of the orange and green curves.
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in Fig. 6. Within this model, right after the pump laser excitation,
YOYO-1 has ground-state depletion (some molecules are excited),
leaving an electron vacancy at HOMO, and an excited electron at
LUMO. Thus, the excited molecule stays electrically neutral with a
possible (oscillating) dipole formation at 1|HO LU > . These electrons
have intramolecular charge transfer nature according to theoretical
calculations on the model system stilbene [19]. The energy structure of
the excited molecules remains largely unchanged because no significant
peak shifting is observed in the TA measurement and the excited
electrons absorb light consistent with the gap of the ground-state ab-
sorptions (Fig. 5): 1.7 eV consistent with the gap between absorption
peaks representing S0-S1 and S0-S2 transitions, and 3.4 eV consistent
with the gap between absorption peaks representing S0-S1 and S0-S3
transitions. The electron vacancy at HOMO gives a negative ΔA in the
TA spectra, and the LUMO electron gives a positive ΔA signal. At time
zero, no charge transfer is expected such that the sum of these two
signal is zero. The absorption cross section of the missing HOMO
electron (hole) before excitation to a 2.71 eV light and the excited
electron after excitation to a 3.44 eV light have similar magnitudes but
opposite signs on the TA spectra (Fig. 4D-E). At time zero, their con-
centration should be the same. Thus, we normalize the 2.71 eV decay
curve representing the electron vacancy concentration at HOMO (con-
centration of molecules with a missing electron in the HOMO) to -1 and
normalize the 3.44 eV decay curve representing the electron con-
centration at LUMO (concentration of molecules with an excited elec-
tron in the LUMO) to 1 at time zero, such that the sum of both equals
zero at time zero.

The asymmetry between the curves of electron vacancy in HOMO
and excited electrons in LUMO in water and DMSO suggests that a
simplified picture of the relaxation pathway shown in Fig. 1A fails. If
the only available pathways for the LUMO electrons to decay back to
the HOMO are via fluorescence and thermal relaxation, the sum (the
green curve HO+LU in Fig. 6) of the HOMO and the LUMO decay
curves (the red and the blue curves in Fig. 6) would have remained at
zero as a function of time, and a symmetric decay pattern would have
been observed. However, when adding the two experimental decay
curves of HOMO and LUMO, a negative signal is obtained in both water
(Fig. 6A green curve) and DMSO (Fig. 6B green curve), while con-
servation is observed in the DNA solution (Fig. 6C green curve). At first,
we have considered that all the missing electrons relax to the hot-
ground-state HOMO* when both electrons are at the HOMO, but the
nuclei are at higher vibrational levels. Thus, we further analyze the
concentrations of molecules at S0*.

The decay curve at 2.35 eV contains HOMO* electron absorption,
and the fluorescence stimulated emission signal (negative signal) whose
intensity is directly proportional to the concentration of molecules at
S1. Thus the absorbance of the electrons in HOMO* (Fig. 6 orange
curves) can be deconvoluted from the decay curve at 2.35 eV (A2.35eV)
and the absorbance of the excited electrons (ALU). The probe laser with
intensity I0 passes the sample and gives a new light intensity

→ → +I sample I I( )T SE0

where IT is the transmitting light intensity, and ISE is the fluorescence
stimulated emission intensity. Thus, the measured TA signal at 2.35 eV
is

=
+

A I
I I

logeV
T SE

2.35 10
0

(3)

In which the absorbance of the molecules at hot-ground-state is

=A I
I

logHO
T

10
0

*
(4)

and the stimulated emission intensity ISE is proportional to the con-
centration of the LUMO electrons and eventually the absorbance of the
LUMO electrons ALU:

=I aASE LU (5)

where a is a constant.
Once we apply the boundary condition that at time=0, AHO* (@

t=0)=0, and IT (@ t=0) = I0 (no absorption, Eq. (4)) at 2.35 eV in
Eqs. (3) and (5), we obtain

=
+

=I
I aA

t thus10 (@ 0)A

LU

0

0
eV2.35

= − =a I
A

I
A

t Let
10

(@ 0)A eV
LU LU

0
2.35

0

=a kI ,0

where = −k
A A

1
10

1
A eV LU LU2.35 (@ t=0) is a constant,

A2.35eV (@t=0) is the measured TA value at 2.35 eV and time zero,
ALU (@t=0) is the measured TA value at 3.44 eV and time zero.

Thus with Eq. (3),

= ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

I I kA1
10T A LU0 eV2.35

and with Eq. (4),

= = − −A log I
I

log kA( ) ( 1
10

)HO
T

A LU10
0

10 eV
*

2.35 (6)

The constant k in Eq. (6) contains the coefficient of the stimulated
emission intensity of the excited state electrons. The HO* curves are
calculated before normalization and are then normalized such that the
total electrons in YOYO-1 are within (-)1 to (+)1 near the beginning of
the delay time, and approach zero at longer time because permanent
ionization of YOYO-1 is rare under our experimental conditions, beyond
the detection of the TA's signal to noise level. A more accurate nor-
malization factor can be established in the future if the absorption
cross-section of the hot-ground-state electrons is measured. An example
of this data treatment has been shown in the supporting information
Fig. S5. This data treatment helps to visualize the hot-ground-state
absorption that has been saturated by the strong SE signal of YOYO-1.

The decay lifetimes of molecules at excited and ground state are
fitted with a multi-exponential function convoluted with the instrument
response function (IRF). The results are shown in Table 1]. The shorter

Table 1
Excited |LU1> electron decay (e) and |HO1> refill lifetimes of YOYO-1 in.(A) water, (B) DMSO, and (C) DNA solution.

Pre-exponential factor (%) Lifetimes (ps)

A1 A2 A3 A4 τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 (ns)

(A) LU 60(2) 23(3) 13(1) 4(1) 2.3(0.1) 33(2) 146(29) 1.2(0.2)
HO −55(1) −45(5) −11(2) 26(4) 143(12) 1.5(0.1)

(B) LU 42(5) 45(3) 9(2) 4(1) 0.7(0.5) 6.8(1) 29(2) 0.5(0.1)
HO −82(1) −18(1) 22(1) 2.1(0.3)

(C) LU 21(2) 42(2) 37(3) 2(1) 390(20) 6.2(0.8)
HO −13(2) −43(3) −44(2) 4(1) 410(40) 8.2(1.2)

Note. See supporting information Fig. S6 for an example fitting of each. (Error) represents the standard deviation of two different samples and multiple fittings. All
fittings have R2> 0.98.
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lifetimes are consistent with water hydrogen bond reformation time
(∼1–2 ps) [56,58–60], the average (sum(Aτ)/sum(A), where A is the
preexponential factor and τ is the lifetime) of the two lifetimes 33 ps
and 146 ps is 74 ps, which is consistent with free YOYO-1 rotation in
water∼60 ps reported in the literature [17]; DMSO dye coupling∼7 ps
[61], DMSO wobbling lifetime ∼20 ps [59]; and a lifetime at ∼400 ps
is observed in DNA which is consistent with the conformational change
of water bound to DNA molecules ∼450 ps [62]. The longer lifetimes at
a few to several nanoseconds are consistent with YOYO-1's long-lived
fluorescent decay lifetimes [17].

DFT calculations were performed to compare the molecular struc-
tures when the hydrogen at the methine group is pulled away from
YOYO-1. The YO molecule favors a planar structure as expected
(Fig. 7A). The electron density at the hydrogen at the methine group
contributes to the HOMO while it does not contribute to the LUMO (left
the black arrow in Fig. 7), making it vulnerable at the excited state. For
example, when an OH− (O2 should do the same thing too) is placed
near the hydrogen of the methine group, it pulls the hydrogen away
from the methine (Fig. 7B). The rest of the molecule adapts a perpen-
dicular geometry between the two moieties connected by the bridging
methine, with uneven distributions of electron densities.

4. Discussion

The fluorescence results of YOYO-1 on the glass slides suggest a
mechanism other than the intramolecular rotation and the energy
transfer mechanism. It is reasonable to assume that the immobilization
has a certain degree of effect on the free rotation of the molecules. Thus,
a larger quantum yield should have been observed for YOYO-1 in water
yet the value still approaching zero, the same value observed in the
bulk solution. If photo-isomerization, hula-twist [1], or wobbling is
responsible for the quenching, the molecule should have remained non-
fluorescent when these movements are allowed in all three cases (dye,
in water, or in hexane). In order to explain the increased fluorescence in
air and hexane, an alternative theory should be considered. Inter-
molecular charge transfer could explain the results as charge transfer to
the solvent should be allowed in the water, but not in hexane or air.
One large assumption above is that the physical properties of YOYO-1
molecules themselves are treated roughly equally in each environment.
But it is possible that the environmental change affects the YOYO-1
properties. Three important environmental factors are viscosity,

polarity, and the degree of intramolecular aggregation. The effect of
viscosity supports our results that rotation is hindered because water is
∼3 times more viscous than hexane, 8.9× 10−4 Pa s compared to
3.0×10−4 Pa s respectively and the fluorescence is increased in
hexane. This is opposite to the trend that rotation should be slower in
water than in hexane thus YOYO-1 should have been brighter in water
than in hexane if viscosity is the major factor. One original experiment
in the literature about the effect of solvent viscosity on dye fluorescence
is done by changing the temperature of a dye-glycerol-water or similar
solution [26,63]. These experiments cannot exclude the possibility of
intermolecular charge transfer because temperature also affects the
charge transfer and dye-solvent interaction. Solvent polarity could be
another possible explanation because typically, an increase of polarity
will cause a lower solvent relaxed excited energy level, leading to a
decrease in fluorescence for polar or charged dyes like YOYO-1. YOYO-
1 is known to form intramolecular H-aggregates. Less than an order of
magnitude change in the fluorescence quantum yield could be ex-
plained by intramolecular aggregation if the degree of aggregation is
affected by the environment [64].

The TA results also favor an intermolecular charge transfer me-
chanism better than the intramolecular interaction mechanism. Positive
absorption signal of total electrons in YOYO-1 is observed in both water
(Fig. 6A purple curve) and in DMSO (Fig. 6B purple curve). This phe-
nomenon is unlikely to be explained by the intramolecular π electron
transfer mechanism proposed in the literature which predicts a flat and
zero total absorption [19]. If the excited electron breaks the bridging π
bond, positions the molecule in twisted geometry or rotation, or
transfers the molecule to a triplet state, or relaxes via a Förster re-
sonance energy transfer process, then, either electron conservation
should be observed when all of these electrons still absorb light within
our observation window, or a net loss of electrons should be observed if
the electron/electrons no longer absorb light in our observation wa-
velengths. Our observation of electron net gain disfavors these me-
chanisms. Thus, extra electron donors must be considered. One possible
electron donor source is the intermolecular charge transfer (YOYO-1
could gain an electron from or lose a hydrogen cation to the solvent
molecules) [8,65–67]. Another source could be an electron from the
sigma or non-bonding orbitals of YOYO-1 that does not change the
electronic energy structure of the molecule when moved. In both cases,
our data suggest that the relaxation of the HOMO vacancy at the hot-
ground-state is the first step of relaxation. The source of the electrons
are more likely from the solvent rather than from YOYO-1 itself given
that solvent-dye charge transfer is a commonly observed phenomenon
in photosynthesis systems, where hydrogen bonds are considered ef-
fective electron donors [8,33,36,65–71]. The detailed mechanism can
be a direct charge flow via hydrogen bond or a two-step Dexter electron
transfer observed in many systems [36,72,73]. This hypothesis is sup-
ported by the DFT calculations (Fig. 7).

In water and DMSO solutions, the fluorescence quantum yields of
YOYO-1 are known to be almost zero, and the excited molecules are
known to rotate at the bridging carbon (photo-isomerization). The data
observed here perfectly explains both conclusions. Right after the ex-
citation, the positive electron vacancy is neutralized by an electron
(lifetime ∼2 ps) from outside of the HOMO-LUMO electrons (step 1 in
Fig. 6A, B), pushing the whole molecule (nuclei) to an upper vibrational
state and a free electron in the LUMO. The molecule is negatively io-
nized to a radical if the electron is from another molecule and a dipole
is created if the electron is from an internal sigma-bond electron. This
process (a few ps in water) is much faster than the fluorescent relaxa-
tion of the excited electron to the ground states (lifetime ∼4 ns in DNA)
[17], dominating the non-radiative decay pathway and making the
fluorescence quantum yield in water and DMSO almost negligible.
Then, the free excited electrons transfer out of the system to fill the
outside positive charge (step 2 in Fig. 6A, B) which quenches the ra-
dicals. The injection of an extra electron into the π system changes the
C]C double bond to a near single bond condition, and thus enables the

Fig. 7. The density functional theory (DFT)-calculated HOMO and LUMO
electron clouds, and the most stable geometry of the methine group for (A) YO
and (B) YO with an OH− near the methine group. The red arrow indicates the
chemical difference between the two, black arrows highlight the methine hy-
drogen, and the green and red balloons represent the electron clouds.
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photoisomerization. The quencher cannot be identified in this mea-
surement but is highly suspected to be water/DMSO and/or oxygen that
can donate an electron or accept a proton in step 1 (Fig. 6).

The TA data of YOYO-1 in DNA solution suggest that the HOMO
relaxation via charge transfer is hindered because no net gain of elec-
trons is observed (Fig. 6C). The fluorescence quantum yield of YOYO-1
in DNA is known to be ∼50% [22,24], a high value indicating that the
fast charge transfer quenching should have been blocked because the
intercalation of YOYO-1 in the DNA basepairs protects the molecule
from the solvent charge donor. Thus, S0* electrons are not observed
during the whole excitation and relaxation processes. Dye photophysics
is known to be dependent on the binding geometry of YOYO-1 in DNA
thus a high DNA:dye ratio is used in this report to minimize the number
of non-intercalated dyes [23]. If charge transfer still happens in this
situation, its effect spans the long lived excited states and is undetected
in our TA measurement. In the literature, intercalated YOYO-1 is known
to photo-cleave DNA molecules at relatively high illumination in-
tensities, which means charge transfer must also happen under that
condition to generate radicals in the solution.

The decay results in Table 1 suggest that in water and DMSO, about
half of the excited molecules, 60%, and 40% respectively, relax via the
same solvent molecules that directly bind to the molecules via a fast
charge exchange in less than a few picoseconds (Fig. 6). This non-
radiative relaxation is independent of the solvent viscosity because it is
in the faster time domain than the diffusive solvation dynamics. Giving
the fast electron exchange rate, it is likely to be a Dexter energy transfer
process [74], consistent with a typical solute-solvent electron transfer
dynamics [8,10,13]. The rest of the excited molecules live longer and
rotate or move away from the solvent molecule that has donated the
charges. Eventually, the negative charge on the dye molecule re-
combines with the positive charge either on the same solvent molecule
or a different solvent molecule depending on the stability of the charges
on the molecules. Possibly with the same molecule due to the Cou-
lombic attraction between the positive and the negative charges but
only recombine at a binding geometry. This relaxation is dependent on
the solvent viscosity. Both decays are nonfluorescent and should be the
major physical origin of the nonradiative decay pathways. Very few
excited dye molecules survive to illuminate. In DNA, however, ∼20%
excited molecules nonradiative relaxed at 2–4 ps,∼40% relaxed via the
interaction between the dye, the DNA bases, and solvent which can
form radicals; and ∼40% molecules can survive to give fluorescent
signals.

The shape of the ground-state bleaching band (hole absorption) of
YOYO-1 in water and DNA does not change much over time but a no-
ticeable change is observed in DMSO (Fig. 4). A possible reason can be
that YOYO-1 gets hotter in DMSO than the other two cases. This hy-
pothesis is consistent with the larger amount of hot-ground-state elec-
tron calculated from the spectra (Fig. 6B). YOYO-1 aggregation and
FRET has been observed but they are unlikely to be the major
quenching mechanism because the same phenomena are also observed
for diluted monomer YO [20]. The shorter decay lifetimes of ESA than
the triplet state lifetime (> 10 μs) [75,76] excludes a significant po-
pulation of triplet-state YOYO-1, consistent with an estimation of less
than 0.1% triplet probability for excited typical cyanine dyes [77].

5. Conclusions

In summary, we have proposed a method for transient absorption
spectroscopy to deconvolute the hot-ground-state absorption from the
stimulated emission signal and apply it to study the YOYO-1 fluores-
cence quenching mechanism in polar solvents. After photoexcitation of
YOYO-1, we speculate that intermolecular charge transfer quenches the
HOMO of the excited molecules in water and DMSO (making [YOYO-
1]−1 radical anions), which is responsible for its initial fluorescence
quenching. The energy of the excited electron can be relaxed using the
existing energy levels of the solvents and no transient energy levels are

needed on the dye molecule. The charge transfer process is significantly
blocked when YOYO-1 is intercalated in the DNA basepairs or is dried
on a glass surface, which greatly increases YOYO-1's fluorescence
quantum yield. This experimental observation highly recommends in-
cluding both electronic and molecular dynamics between the dye mo-
lecules and the solvent molecules in the future theoretical calculations
for organic dye photophysics. We conclude that the intramolecular
rotation is a consequence of intermolecular charge transfer after pho-
toexcitation, rather than the previously believed major nonradiative
decay pathway of the excited molecules. This conclusion leads to a
dramatically different polymethine dye designing principle: a charge
insulating may work to stop the charge transfer, and thus significantly
increase the dye's fluorescence quantum yield in polar solvents, while
steric hindrance for rotation may not work.
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